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ABSTRACT
Energy consumption, being a large proportion of the input of the
ferroalloy production process, can be
messured in terms of the fficiency with vthich the energy is utilized ancl thi e/ectiveness
with which it is
used' The fficiency of the usage of energy revolves around the specifc constiiption of the
energy.for the
production of the alloy, which encompasses the thermodynatnic aspects of the proceis
ancl is ioi,re of a
metallttrgical function that vtill not be addressed
.fitrther in this paper: The efrLaiveness with which the
enertU is tttilized is determined by the optimisation of the electricity supply
front the utiti4t (in this case
Eskom)

The Sotttlt African electricity supply incfustry is on the brink of considerable restructtr.ing,
intplying changes

in otvnership, slrllcture and regulation. In other countries, howeve4 restructtrring hai

,;,

higier

"ft";to new mqrket
prices. Otuirtg to the diversiQ of growth prospects in South African markets, Eskom-is tnrning
mQnagement and generation strategies. Infuture, Eskom will detelop pricing strategies
to increase demand
/rom attractive customer segtxents such as paper &pulp, iron & st;;I, alu;inium, and other metallurgical
industries. There will be o broader spectrutn of prodtrct offerings, including d),namic pricing
options and
demand-s ide management in.centives.

In a.fttture electricity rnarket that will

hecome more tlynctmic and demancling, it witt become increasingly
important .for electrici4t cotlsumers to optimise their electricity supply. There-are many.lacets
in optimising
the electricity supply, which include optimal ulilisation of the tarffi iitegrating energ))
cost management

into
production planning process, implementation of demancl-side management actions,
noctettiig, scenario
planning ("what-ifs? "), optinzisation, maintenance schecluling coordinated vtith the tarifi'periods,
th-e

etc.

This paper gives considerqtiott to the statr,ts of the developntent of tecltnology al
the martganese alloy y,ot.ks
Santancor at Meyerton, South AJiica in order to increaie the e.ffectivenesiwith w-hich
energy is utilizecl.

o.f

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recent annoullcements by the South African government about restructuring of state-owned
enterprises has
led to growing anticipation about the commercialisation of Eskom, Africa'sleading electricity
supply utility
ii]' These moves will open the door to private participation in the local.electricity"supply industry. prLor,',,

sole position in the market

- alongside a plentifui coal supply and high-avaltaUitiry po\.ver stations - has
Africa a cheap and stable supply of electriiity. Upward pressures on price are, however,
mounting steadily, as is evident from the recent announcement by Estom management
that the local
electricity price is likely to increase at a rate above inflation. These pressures include ihe inipact
of Eskom,s
cotporatisation, a strong government emphasis on the social deliveiy obligation of power producers,
and a
ensured South

growing requirement for environmentally clean electricity.
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Industrial consumers could off-set these impacts
through a number of strategies, including:
the bemer
of their electricity consumption through
optimisation; the strucfuring of innovative
electricity pricing options to priserve profit
margins;1no"i"rgy
thJo"u.topment oirisk management strategies
to
ensure long term access to clean, reliable
and row--cost electriciry.
management

A number of downward pressures on pricing, including
an oversuppry of generating capacity, are
stili in
place to rnake South Africa a good destination
fb.
iacilitiles
to
relocate
to.
There
is stili
substantial surplus capacify in south Africa,
and the "ne'rgy-lntensive
introiuction of competition in ttr" industry will
ensure
that South Africa's enelgy prices remain globally
competitive in the long_term.
The introduction of competition will more
accurately reflect the dynamic relationship
between demand and
supply' probabiy causing prices to become
a lot moie volatile prompting large consumers,
iike those in the
felroalloy sector' to manage their electricity purchases
more actively. The new electflcify market
will set new
demands on large consumers that will'
if they are active and alert, be able to take advantage
of the
competition' This requires that customers are
flexible in terms of negotiation and decision-making,
together
with analysing different options regarding production,
energy sources and contracts. .fhe analyses
must be
both in the long- and short-tet-, *d it will become
nec.riury to integrate energy management decisions
with production planning.

The changes in the.elec^tricity industry are leading
to the development of market opportunities and
competition in the field of energy *unug".."nt
seryices provideci by Energy s";;;, companies
(ESCos).
Due to the dynamic nature or
develJfing energy rrrurio, ftuy.r, in the market,
1ne
both the consumers and
the ESCos' should enhance their
conventiinal ;rgt *;;lgement approach with innovative
ideas and
technologies in order to strengthen their
market positiJn. This paper gives consideration
to
the
status
of the
development of innovative technology at the
manganere ulloy works of Samancor at Meyerlon,
South
Africa,
in order to increase and optimi*sl the effectiu"*ur"
of energy.

2.

CHANGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
ELECTRIGITY MARKET

2.1 Recent Changes
The survival and growth of south Africa's economy
is dependent on the international competitiveness
of its
industries' These industries face increasing
competition from globalisation and will increasingly
demand
more flexibility fi'om their energy suppliers'
Restructuring of the electricity industry internatronally
foliowed
structure along comp"etitive hnes, wrirr rreeoom
or choice
greut".

*d

ffiffi,;i::#"Si::l,r1.rT"'u"t

Large industrial users of electricity have been key
to the liberalisation of energy markets worldwide
as their
large individual market sharcs give them buying
power uoo they have, very often, formed themselves
into
influential industrial end-consuirer groups. These-groups
have been the drivers for lower energy tariffs
and
many large users have taken to. generating a porlion
of iheir own power requirements themselves. The
is that the energy utility se{9r is unaergolng
fundamental

result

change around the world as markets are liberalised
and government owned utilities are privatised.
The energy mirket is facing new ct auenges
including deregulation of markets, third-party u.""r, and
a free choice"ior eiectricity ,urt*"r, to
choose among a large
number of electric utilities' South Africa is following
the *o.ia*lo" trend giving rise ro opportunities
that
that the economv remains competitive, parricularly
as
regards
the
suppty
of
#:ri;fitl?X"?*tlo**ring

2.2 New Opportunities
within a relatively short period of time the industrial
and large commercial customers will be acting
on the
energy markets where, for example, the electricity
price
hour
by
hour.
In
this
dynamic
rate
there
will be large variations betweenlhe lowest and the highert
^uy"uury
charges. The variations will be over the
day and' in line with the international ncnn,
also by ,Juron. "n"rgy
The demand charges will also be differentiated
and reflect actual constraints
in the transmission and distribution systems.
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The market will function with long-term contracts for base needs and shoder contracts for varying energy
needs. Immediate electricity requirements, over and above the contractual purchases, will be undertaken in
spot markets. In addition to the electric utilities supplying and selling the electricity, there will probably be
energy brokers and traders who deal with short or long term contracts on power supply without having the
generation, transmission or distribution assets.

The brokers will function by buying and seliing electricity representing a third parly and only take very
short-term positions of their own. The traders, on the other hand, will buy or sell electricity as a means of
speculating on the price of the electricity. Traders are willing to take on the price risks that other participants
on the market wish to relieve themselves of. The informed trader actively gathers information, which he
analyses better than anyone else, and then buys or sells contracts according to his analysis.

2.3 Eskom's Electricity Tariffs
South Africa has until recently been in a position where Eskom, the local utility supplying electrical energy
to the different consumer sectors, had adequate capacity to supply their customers. This situation is rapidly
changing due to various internal and external factors.

The most significant external factor is the socio-political objectives of the government, one of which is the
so-called electrification drive, which entails the electrification of more than 1.5 million houses within a fiveyear period. This will accentuate the capacity constraint as a result of the peaky nature and poor load factor
of the domestic load.
Over the years, as the national demand pattern for electricify in South Afrrca changed, Eskom has tried to
signal to its bigger consumers the hours in which the system is lightly loaded and heavily loaded. Owing to
the nature of electricity generation, particularly coal-based generation in South Africa, it is impossible to
precisely match available generating capacity to the demand at any given time, resulting in periods of excess
capacity (reserve) punctuated with periods of tightness of supply (shorlfall). The shofifall periods are
associated with higher risk of loss of load as well as the use of the most expensive generation equipment.

In an attempt to match the system capacity with the demand peak, the tariffs evolved from the Standardrate
tariff with Z4-hour demand rneasurement, to Nightsave with 16 hours of demand measurement during day
time only, and the later Time-of-Use tariffs with a lower demand rate for 16 hours, but with differentiation
between peak, standard and off-peak energy rates. A major constraint is that all these tariffs remain static for
some time, usually a year, and are based on average cost and longer-term needs.
l'{t
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Figure 1. The evolution of Eskom's tariffs.
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One of the ways of addressing this issue that is used by a growing number of supply authorities \.vorid wide,
is to place a cerlain pofiion of demand on a flexible pricing regime. In this way flexible customers are able to
respond to dynamic pricing signals from the supplier of the electricity and adjust their demand accordingly.
Eskom designed a new dynamic pricing regime specifically to align customers' daily demand-side decisions

i

with Eskom's short-term needs. This dynamic pricing regime is refered to as Real-time Pricing,
generally refered to as RTP. The evolution of the tariffs is illustrated in Figure

or

1.

*

I

Real-time pricing, or RTP, is a dynamic electricity tariff and can be seen as a forerunner of eiectricity prices
in a competitive energy market. RTP is the pricing methodology that exposes customers' consumption

t
f

decisions to the short-term value of electricity. The short-term value of electricity is determined by the
Eskom Power Pool and signals the state of the Eskom system, with high prices during times of capacity
andlor system constraints and, conversely, low prices when the system is lightly loaded or system slack.
These values are communicated to customers one day ahead, leaving the customer to decide whether the
customer wants to consume more energy during hours indicated by low prices andior conserve energy during

ri

the hours the Eskom system is constrained.
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By reflecting the real cost of electricity to the consumer through variable prices for specific - generally one
hour - time periods, the utility provides the consumer with the information necessary to make economically
sound load management decisions. An energy-intensive industrial consumer of electricity, faced with a
certain demand schedule for his products, would try to adjust his production schedule to take advantage of
electricity price differentials between different periods. By responding in a "positive" manner to the pricing
signals, the consumer stands a very good chance of lowering his average eiectricity cost (c/kwh) over a
billing month.
The magnitude of the consumer's demand response to these dynamic pricing signals will depend, apart fi'om
other technical constraints, on the economic value he associates with electricity at that stage, i.e. his price
elasticity of demand. Price elasticity of demand varies with time because it is a non-linear function of
various factors, amongst others the commodity price, and the current market demand for the commodity.
There are a multitude of interdependent factors at play, not the least being the real-time price, making it
difficult for the consumer to decide on an optimal production schedule to take advantage of the RTP pricing
signals over a specific period ol production. This difficulty increases with the size and complexity of the
plant and the electricity pricing options in a deregulated market.
The complexity of this problem calls for the irnplementation of a knowledge-based decision suppofi system
to supporl the RTP customer to take maximum advantage of the varying pricing signals in an ever-changing

environment

of

production targets and rules, market conditions, labour issues, plant constraints and

maintenance planning. Knowledge-based decision support systems are computerised systems that contain a

carefully selected amount of knowledge of the problem domain, and are used to suppoft managers,
engineers, and control operators to make better-infonned decisions during their managerial, planning or
control tasks. This will be discussed in more detaii in a later section.

2.4 Demand-Side Management
The term Demand-Side Management (DSM) is used to describe the planning and irnplernentation of
activities designed by electrical supply utilities to influence the time, pattem and amount of electricity usage
in such way that it will increase customer satisfaction and at the same time produce desired changes in the
supply utility's load shape

l2l.

:

DSM was first used in the United States in the early 1980s. As an altemative to system expansion as well as
a tangible means of providing custorners with a valuable selice, it was later adopted in the United Kingdom,
Europe, and Australia. Today, DSM-associated initiatives are practised worldwide, although not necessarily
refened to as DSM programmes.

In South Afi'ica, DSM is still a relatively new concept to most. While Eskom forrnally recognised DSM in
i992 when integrated electricity planning (IEP) was f-rrst introduced, the first DSM plan was only produced
in 1994. In this plan, the roie of DSM rvas established and a wide range of DSM opportunities and
altematives available to Eskom were identified.
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The current peaks in Eskom's national load profile are attributed to activities in all three load sectors
(residential, commercial and industrial), but the biggest contributor is the residential sector rnainly due to the
rising numbers of newly electrified households, and although this rneets the requirements of the government
it unfoftunately puts a strain on the utility's resources to supply the other load sectors.
Although, fiom an overall point of view, Eskom currently has surplus base load and peaking load capacity, it
is forecast that the peaking load capacity will significantly reduce over the next five years and, in order to
maintain supply of electricity in times of severe system peaks, additional generating capacity will need to be
installed. A new peaking load power station is not only capital intensive but takes up to seven years to build
and commission. In contrast, the advantages of DSM in displacing additional generating capacity are
apparent in the fact that DSM programmes can generally be rolled out in less than 12 months. This,
combined with the lower cost of DSM compared with the building of a new power station, makes it a
particularly attractive load nlanagement option to defer the installation of new generating capacity.
The load target set by Eskom DSM to obtain the successful defenal of power stations over a 25-yeat period
is 6,617 MW l2l. According to the DSM initiative this peak load reduction must be achieved in three focus
areas, viz. the residential, the commercial and the industrial sectors. The DSM initiative also focuses on both
load management and energy-efficiency programmes. The objective is to reduce the 24-hour base load by
energy-efficiency projects, such as energy-efficient lighting, and to rednce or shift electrical load frorn the
morning and evening peaks (07:00 - 10:00 in the morning, and 1B:00 - 20:00 in the evening) into the offpeak periods by irnplementing load management systems.
Eskom has placed a financial value on each unit of load that a customer binds himself to shift in the evening
peak and for this Eskom will fllnd the capital expenditure on energy-efficrency, load rnanagement and
measuring equipment. The Energy Services Company (ESCO), which identified the project at a potential
DSM site, will irnplement the project and be responsible for maintaining the project in order to ensure that
the cotnmitted ioad reduction is sustainable. The benefit for the customer is the saving on his rnonthly
electricity bill for which there was no capital layout. The benefit to Eskom is the capital expenditure deferral
of building generating capacity as rvell as transmission and distribution lines.

The cument load rnanagement actions in terms of DSM are targeted at the evening peak of weekdays from
18:00 to 20:00. The participating customer must commit himself on the amount of load reduction over a
relatively long period of time, since this load reduction must be sustainable.

3.

INTEGRATING ENERGY COSTS INTO PRODUCTION PLANNING

3.1 Introduction
Today most production companies have some kind ol system for production planning and control (PPC).
There are a large number of systems available on the market, and system performance and costs vary
substantially. In order to manage the planning and control of production, today's PPC system is
computerised. lt serues as a planning tool for top management to make long-term decisions, and it is used on
a weekly and daily basis to make up production plans on the basis of what is ordered or on any other criteria
for the desired production. The PPC system is used to optirnise the company's production, to optimise the
use of existing capacity, to show where bottlenecks are, and to minimise inventory leveis.
However, one important parameter that is not taken into consideration in rnost PPC systems is the use and
the costs of energy. This is a great disadvantage in a world that, at many locations, is facing new and
challenging conditions in the energy markets. lntegration of energy costs into production planning seerns to
be a key missing point. Energy supply constraints are almost never considered as a paft of the planning
chain, with the exception of single applications on some limited steps of the whole planning process. In
many cases the attitnde toward the availability and cost of electricity is one of flicking a switch. The
developments in the electricity industry will ensure that it is more dynarnic than that.

3.2 Objectives
The two main objectives of integrating energy costs into production planning are to reduce the use of energy
and to improve the competitiveness of the industry through cost reduction.

These two main objectives

'

r

will

lead to some secondary objectives:

By developing and implementing a knowledge-based system that enhances
the
interaction

co-operation and

between the energy supplier and the industrial
consumer there is a base for making
the right decisions on what energy source to use, in what"n"rgy
quantity, and at what time. This decision
process is simplified by the use of modelling, simulation
and optimisation tools, and the control of the
energy system is assured by using a load management
system.

The modelling, simulation and optimisation modules of the integrated
system will aim at
minimisation of the system cost, i.e. the sum of costs for all
the itudied cost components of

the
the
company' This might include labour costs, costs of raw material,
energy costs, water costs, and the costs
for not producing due to the irnplementation of load management
actions (the

so-called cost of unseryed
energy) although the targeting of energy cost alone addresses
a reasonably large proporlion of the totai

t

cost.

There are environmental benefits as a long-term result of reduced
and more efficienl energy usage. The
possibility of using a system for the tracking of carbon units
and trading in them
also exrsts,

3'3 Integrated System for Planning and Control of Energy-efficient production

In many production processes' there is great scope to reduce the
energy bills substantially by making use of
integrated energy management techniques. Such applications
will demonstrate significant savings with short
payback periods'
The key advance proposed by the concept is the integration
of three management

domains:
utility-driven management of consumer demand, consumer-driven production
planning and control, and
consumer-driven energy-use planning and control. The basic
approach is io integrate optimisation,
simulation and control of energy systems with production planning
and control, in order to arrive at a

situation where the whole is greater than the

ru* olth"

pafts.

In addition to cost reduction on the consumer side, the widespread
use of such techniques, coupled with close
integration befween utiliqr and consumer systems, will enable
electric utilities to achieve their demand-side
management (DSM) targets with consequential improvements
in generation efficiency and fuel usage, and
hence in environmental benefits.
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Figure 2. Architecture of an integrated production and energy planning
system.

3.4 System Layout and Architectural lssues
Figure 2 shor.vs a simplified model of an integrated system for optimal Energy Management and Production
Planning & Control. In the centre of the figure is the core of the proposed integrated system, i.e. the
Intelligent Decision Supporl System (IDSS), which contains all the tools and innovative technology to
optimise energy costs within a confined set of targets, constraints and rules. These include energy targets
from the company's energy policylstrategy, product requirements, plant constraints, production priorities,
feedstock availability, alternative energy sources, maintenance plans and other plant & production rules.
There may be more than one energy supply utility, that is attempting to sell electricity, natural gas, oil, coal,
LPG, etc. In a de-regulated electricity market there will be opportunities for the industrial consumer to
choose to buy power from whatever utility that has the best terms for the power delivery. Contracts will be
negotiated quite often, and it may be feasible to buy part of the company's energy needs from the spot
market.

It is necessary for the industrial consumer that wants to take advantage of competition in a deregulated
market to stay informed about all the facts that concern the company's short and long-term energy needs.
This necessitates an interface between the supply utility's infonnation centre and the industrial cornpany's
central processing facility (CPF) to avail the company (or consumer) present and future energy prices to
catry out optimisation and simulation. As a corollary the utility requires, to facilitate supply planning,
information on the consumer's actual and forecasted energy consumption, planned schedules, or his bids to
buy energy from the spot market.

The IDSS has to come up with two outputs: a suitable production plan that is given to the PPC, and an
energy management plan that is given to the load management system. These outputs need to take into
account information from the CPF relevant to energy costs, and to al1ow for the operation of relevant load
and power management strategies. For example, if there is scope to do so without affecting production
deadlines, it may be possible to shift activation of some heavy load to a lower tariff period. Where an
altemative energy source is available (e.g. a co-generating plant) an optimal schedule for the use of that
source is produced, based on comparative energy costs and production requirements.
Integration between components and subsystems from different suppliers and in different domains can only
be achieved if there is a clearly defined and well-accepted architectural framework for integration. In
practical terms, the architecture is defined by a set of interfaces and protocols for communicating across
those interfaces. There are three primary interf-aces in the integrated system concept: the interface between
the industrial coinpany and the market (its suppliers and customers); the interface between the company's
entetprise planning systems and the IDSS; and the interface between the IDSS and the control systems.

3.5 Management Commitment
The decision support tools for analysis of energy and material flows, including the optimisation, are very
important. The use and application of these tools will increase the consciousness and awareness on the costs
of energy and what the energy costs represent in rnonetary terms for the company.
The resuits

will

also indicate how the different production strategies (production plans) and the possibilities

to control the energy use will affect the system costs. The change (reduction) of system costs will increase
the competitiveness of the products or improve the net revenues for the bompany.

However, the value of the increased knor.vledge and the improved awareness is not fully utilised if the
management's commitment to these ideas is not clearly stated. The top nanagement must commit
themselves to take this new information into account and to make sure that this new way of thinking is
accepted throughout the organisation. Management must also dedicate resources to the integration process. It
is important that these companies are organised so that the energy manageulent departments work in
conjunction with the production departments.

3.6 lmplementation Guidelines

It is not sufficient to only have a definition of the architecfure for the integrated system to be applied
successfully. A major requirement is to have a set of guidelines for implementation of solutions. It is
necessary to have a complete and reliable program for auditing regarding the production system, energy
systems, production planning and control, organisation, business goals, etc. It is necessary to base the
integration process on the actual production planning process that is used by the company today, on al1 levels
of the company, from the boardroom to the engineer and the operation on the shop floor for the next shift.

4.

INTELLIGENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTFM

4.1 Introduction
Organisations first developed decision support systems (DSS) in the early 70's. At that tirne, they were a
radical departure from previous computer applications that emphasized transaction processing and strttctured
reporting. As the name suggests, a DSS focuses on supporting decision-making. They are widespread in
organisations today, both as freestanding applications and integrated into executive information systems.
There are several ways to define a DSS, but the following definition is useful: 13]

A decision support system is an interactive system that provides the user with easy access to decision
models and data in order to support semi-structured and unstructured decision-making tasks.
The user is typically a manager or a staff member. A key part of the system is the software interface (a1so
called the dialog) that makes the system easy to use. The system contains models (also called analytical aids)
that are used to analyse the data that must be maintained and the integrify thereof be beyond reproach. The
decision-making task supported by the DSS is a challenging one in that either the objectives or the means of
achieving the objectives are unclear. The DSS does not make the decision, but rather, provides information
that is used along with other information by the user to arive at a decision.
Several modelling techniques for decision support have etnerged over the last few decades: the symbolic
approach (rules, case-based reasoning and fuzzy logic), the connectionist approach (neural nets), the
evolutionary approach (genetic algorithms), and the inductive approach (machine learning). At the same time
database technology, "data warehousing", and on-line analytical processing (OLAP) are making it easier to
get at organisational data. These techniques derive their power only when more fundamental technologies are
in place: telecommunication netwotks, database systems and desktops.

The shift toward decision support also reflects the changing nature of the work in business organisations.
increasingly, work is becoming "knowledge oriented". People have to work with information, which
includes gathering, summarising, and interpreting it, in order to make decisions. There has been an explosion
in the volume and variety of electronic data available to businesses, and, corespondingly, a huge need for
systems that help business people make sense out of these reams of data. This has led businesses to develop
systems that are smarler about how they condense and interplet data for the end user.
The growing number of "knowledge workers" in organisations will require systems that "know more" and
"do more" in terms of accessing, summarising, and interpreting infonnation. Knowledge workers will
depend more and more heavily on these systems to help them make decisions faster or with a greater degree
of confidence. This is the future of decision supporl in particular

However, there is no framework, methodology, or technique that eliminates the need to think critically,
creatively, and with curiosity about problems that one is attempting to solve. Intelligent decision support
systems are usually components of larger systems, and ultimately, organisations. These techniques can be
applied across the business sectors, fi'om financial management, tnarketing, resource management, to
integrated productionlenergy planning and management.

4.2 Architecture
The core of the proposed integrated production/energy planning system
system (IDSS). The IDSS primarily consists of two components, i'e'
supporting tools, as is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Architecture of an intelligent decision suppofi system in an integrated
production/energy planning system.
The computerised model of the integrated production and energy systems is built from knowledge extracted
from plant personnel and expeds during the auditing phase. The Knowledge Engineer (KE) is responsible for
populating the knowledge base in a given application. He has to possess the interpersonal skills necessary to
win over a plant expert and extract the knowledge. The KE must work with the eventual users of the system
to assure that the system is designed properly from a user-interface percpective. Eventually the knowledge
base will be populated with production, plant and maintenance rules that will be used when production
schedules are optimised.

The knowledge base relies on the supporl of a number of tools in order to suggest an optimal production
schedule to the operator via the human-machine interface (HMI). These supporl tools include Data
Modelling that presents historical plant behaviour through historical data, Simulation, and Optimisation.
Databases are necessaly to store historical data as well as new production schedules. A Model Scheduler is
necessary to determine and control the sequence of events of the whole data preparation, modelling,
optimisation and production scheduling events. When the proposed production schedules are approved and
activated by the operator through the HMI, a Setpoint Scheduler communicates the n"* upprorred setpoints
via the control system interface to the production control system, where they are implemented as real time
adjustments.
The information system, as shown in Figure 3, is the source of data for use by the support tools. Infomation
from the production model, as considered in section 4.3.1, is an impodant input as is all the external energy
related information. In order that optimal use is made of the market-model, as proposed for the restructurid
electricity supply industry, for the supply of electricity it is necessary that the communication hardware with
extemal sources of information be robust. Although not directly an issue for discussion in this paper the

restructuring of the electricity supply industry is an irnporlant factor to be considered in the model. The
details will not be considered further save to note that the model must be flexible in order that it can be
adapted to cater for the final format of the industry.

4.3 Functionality
4.3.1 Production and Energy Model [4]
The industrial production and energy system rnodel composes of nodes and branches, representing
production processes and flows of energy and rnaterial, expressed on an hourly basis. Energy flows represent
steanl, electricity, hot water, etc., whereas fuel (e.g. oil) is represented either as a material flow or an energy

flow.
Industrial production is represented by a material flow, which is distributed to the production processes,
throngh the input node (nodes 4 & 5 in Figure 4 below, which is shown as an example), passing through the
process nodes (nodes 7, 8, II,12,13) where an energy demand is generated according to certain conversion
functions, and finally aggregated in the output nodes (14 & 15). An energy conversion node (6) converts
energy from one fotm to another. In the example below in Figure 4 gas is converted in a steam turbine
generator to electricity and steam according to a cedain conversion function.

oil
'1 \,

Electriclty

Product A

Gas

Material

1

Product B
Material 2
Steam

Flow
Oil Flow
Electricity

Steam

Flow

Gas Flow

Material Flow

Figure 4. An example of the integrated production and energy system model.

Interconnection of Materiql and Energy Flov,s: The material flow of a production process may undergo
physical and chemical changes. In the model the material flow of a process node can be altered by a
multiplication factor. Flows can also be distributed and aggregated in a percentage relation of the total
flow through a node. The energy demand (steam, electricity) of process nodes is represented as a
function of the material flow through the node. All process nodes can be specified by the choice of
energy demand functions. The energy demand function can be chosen from seven possibie functions,
shown in Figure 5 below. The energy dernand is often non-linear in relation to the material flow through
a process. Non-linear relationships are linearised and approximated by step, slope, and break point (BP)
parameters. A process node can have more than one energy demand function (e.g. a combination of
steam and electricity demand).
Energy Recovery: The recovery of energy (e.g. process heat) can be represented in two different ways. It
can either be included as a reduction of the process energy demand, i.e. the recovered heat is consumed
within the process, or it can be defined as a function of the material flow, which will result in a usable
flow of, for example, hot water or stearn, which can be sold or re-used somewhere else in the system.
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Energl Conversion: Energy conversion nodes represent the
conversion of fuel into steam, electricity into
steam' fuel into electricity, or steam into electricity.
These conversion functions can either be linear or
non-linear' similar to the energy demand functions shown
above. An energy conversion factor can be
used to represent the conversion efficiency ofthe
one form ofenergy into the-Lther.
EnerE! Distribution: In some industrial systems, external
steam or heat can be purchased. A distribution
node shall represent such facilities. A coefficient for
distribution efficiency'can oe introd,ced. This
coefficient could reflect the difference between the purcnaseo
amount oi .n"rgy and the amount
delivered at the point of use in the process system.
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4.3.2 Sysfem Cost and Objective Function

The optimisation is performed with the objective to find
the minimum system cost. This goal incl,des costs
and incomes considered significant for the industrial
energy ,yr,"*. The mix of costs rnay vary fiom
case to
case' but costs for energy and raw material ur.- no.*u]iy
included It is possibie to inctuae electricity
Maximum Demand (MD) costs in the objective function.
The MD_ charge is only applicable during peak
Demand periods, which vary from tariff to tariff.
It is possible to add un ln.o*" dom selling energy in the
objective function' Fuel costs are expressed in terms
Ji;;.tgy, volume or mass units (e.g. c/kwh, R/litre,
R/ton).

4.3.3 Flexible Time Division
Time division shall be made in accordance with known
cost changes and the flexibility of the production
processes' which include the variation of
boundary conditions and intemal system changes. fwo
time scales
can be used' one for shorl-term (hours, days,
weeks) and one for long+erm
seasons,
years).
1*onths,
The
length of a short-term time step can be adjusted
for each long-term time step. It is then possible to choose
the
number of shorl-terrn time steps, each with optional
length, a"s well as the number of long-tenn time
steps.
For example, two long-term time steps can be chosen (i.e.
winter season, Summer Season), and within each
of these two time steps, three shorl-term time steps can
be defined. (i.e. for the winter seasor.r, a daily peak
Detnand period between 07h00-21h00 on weekdays,
a daily off-peak Demand period between 21h00-07h00
on weekdays, and an off-Peak Demand weekeni duy;
aid for the Summer season, a daily peak Demand
period between 06h00-22h00 on weekdays,_a
dailyoff-peak Demand period between 22h00-06h00 on
weekdays, and an Off-peak Demand weekend dav).

4.3.4 Variable Boundary Conditions

The flexibility of the production level of each process
can be defined by bounds for the material flow.
An
upper bound may l'epresent the maximu*
while upper and lower bounds may represent the limits
for the flexibility of material flows. Bounds"upu"ity,
can be given
for each time step, or a constant varue
for the whole calculation. Special situations could be included,
'# valuessuch
planned production stops (e.g.
planned maintenance.periods), changes in availability
_as
of
capacity of energy and material.

raw material oi fuel, und .hung"s in

storage

4.3.5 Choice of Accuracy Level
The representation of process equipment units is performed in a general manner, where all kinds of
equipment can be included. Since every node represents different processes in a general way, the method
will allow for the presentation of processes at various levels. One node may represent whole process
equipment, a part of process equipment, or several aggregated process equipment units. Higher levels of
accuracy can be obtained by using more nodes.

if a production plant consists of a number of process equipment units to produce a product, and
data or knowledge are available to derive only the total energy demand function of the plant, then this
production process will be represented by one process node, at a coffesponding low accuracy level. Further
where it is not easy to find natural dividing parts in the production system the production systern is
For example,

represented as a single node.

4.4 Optimisation
The first step in the process is for the Knowledge Engineer to build the knowledge base and model. The
model will be a graphical representation of the industrial production/energy system, expressed in process
nodes and flow lines.
The plant model is linearised as explained above, and a Linear Programming (LP) algorithm is used to obtain
optimal values for the model variables, subject to a given set of constraints. If so required, the operator

before each optimisation run can adjust the set of constraints. An example would be the real-time
determination and adjustment of energy requirements in a process.
The results returned from the LP solver (which is a supporting tool in the IDSS strucfure) are analysed and
evaluated by rules that are captured in the knowledge base by the Knowledge Engineer. The fitness of the
optimised production schedules is prompted to the operator, who will be in a position to either accept the
proposed schedules for implementation, or to change the input parameters to the LP solver as suggested by
the IDSS and run the optimisation again.

Under a dynamic tariff like Real-Time Pricing (RTP) where electrical energy rates vary per hour, this
optimisation process will typically be executed once a day when the set of prices for the following day has
been received from the supply utility, and also on an hourly basis to take short-term changes in the plant
conditions into account.

5. CASE STUDY: THE MANGANESE ALLOY WORKS OF SAMANCOR

AT

MEYERTON
5.1 Plant Overview
Metalloys, Advalloy, and Dense Media Ferro Silicon operating at the Meyerton Works form, together with
the Manganese Mines, the Manganese Division of Samancor in South Africa.
The products produced by Metalloys are silicon-rnanganese and high carbon ferro-manganese, collectively
termed bulk manganese alloys. Curuently seven electrical submerged arc furnaces in three different plants
(West, South and North) are employed in the process of the production of the lxanganese alloys. The
Advalloy operation produces medium and low carbon FeMn, collectively referred to as refined manganese
alloys. The operation of Advalloy is integrated in the West Plant complex with a significant proporlion of the
cunent output of the M12 submerged arc fumace at West Plant being dedicated to the production of refined
alloys.

Due to the nature of its processes, the plant is a huge consumer of electrical energy, of which 80% is
supplied by Eskom. The co-generation plant, utilizing the waste gases from furnaces Ml0, Ml1 and M12,
supplies the remainder of the electrical energy requirement. ln October 2000 Samancor Meyerton converted
from the Nightsave tariff to Real-Tirne Pricing (RTP) for the electricity supply by Eskom. Electrical power
levels to the arc fltrnaces can be reduced substantially for a number of hours without influencing the quality
of the output product significantly. With spare production capacity available, the reduced production rate
during high RTP hours can be made up during 1ow RTP hours. The possible "swing" in electrical power that
is available from the seven furnaces for load control is about 40o/o of full load capacity.
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The co-generation plant has 35% spare capacity as a result ofhaving a larger generator than can be utilized at
present making it an ideal candidate for generation using extemal fuel sources at times of high RTp prices

This can obviously only be cost-effective if the operational cost of the generator, expressed in teims of
c/kWh, as a function of the cost of the imported energy is lower than the RTP price, or market price when the
market is deregulated, for the time that the external fuel is being impor-ted.

5.2 Integrated Production and Energy Planning at the Samancor Meyerton Works

The integration process is still in the initial phase, where the production system, energy system, production
planning and control, etc. are being audited. The flexibility of the controllable pro""rses is large, and the cogeneration facility adds another dimension to the flexibility of the whole system for optimisalion purposes.
This control flexibility, together with the dynamic nature of the electricity rates (RTP as well as the DSM
initiative) and the availability of an alternative energy source for cogeneration, makes the opportunities for
optirnisation and energy cost savings large.

Figure 6 below shorvs the graphical representation of the plant model as built in G2rM, a real-time expeft
system (knowledge-based system). The vertical flow lines represent the material florv from the input of iaw
materials at the top, to the dispatch of products at the bottom. The daily production demand for each product
is one of the input parameters obtained from the company's production planners. Extemal
inputs
"tr"rgy
(electricity and gas) are shown at the left hand side of Figure 6.
Under a condition of steady-state operation the furnaces generate an electrical energy demand at a linearised
function of the rate of material flow through them. The most suitable of the seven possible energy demand
functions displayed in Figure 5 can be selected for each furnace. The three large furnaces (M1Q Ml1 and
Mi2) also produce gas at a function of the furnace load, which in tum is a function of the rate of material
flow through them. This gas, together with externally supplied gas at a certain dynamic tariff, is fed to the
co-generation plant, which produces electricity at a function of the combined rate of gas flow thr-ough it. This
electricity is fed back to the fuinaces and to the auxiliary load via a distribution node. Eskom supplies the
remainder of the electricity requirement at RTP rates.

6.
If

CONCLUSTONS

the dynamics of an industrial plant can be synchronised with the dynamics of the electricity pricing

signals, the customer can expect to achieve a great portion of the potential cost savings that the .t..tri"ity
tariff holds for his business. Customer dynamics include the current state of the plant, production targeti,
production achieved, maintenance planning, altemative energy sources, benchmark targets, benchmarks upto-date, labour issues, market conditions, plant & production rules, production constraints, and pro""*,
constraints.

it will be a cornplicated task for a production planner to take production dynamics into account
together with the dynamics of electricity prices in order to determine the best production schedules for the
next day that will result in the lowest energy costs, while obeying al1 plant and process constraints and
reaching targets. This makes a decision-support system indispensable.

However,

A

concept to integrate energy costs into the production planning process using a decision-support system is
proposed in this paper. The objectives and architecture of such a concept are described, and it is shown that
an intelligent decision suppott system will be imperative to implement the concept of integrated
production/energy planning. To be able to provide decision support, knowledge of the problem domain is
absolutely essential, as well as technology on which to build and implement the knowledge base. Innovative

technology is available to implement the proposed functional blocks, and it is the tisk of Knowledge
Engineers to capture domain knowledge during plant audits and to populate the knowledge base.

Such system will be imperative to guide managers and production planners in their hourly to daily
managerial and planning tasks to achieve the most fi'om the cost saving potential of the electiicity tariff
under a dynamic pricing scenario and in a deregulated energy market environment.
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Figure 6. Integrated production and energy model for Samancor Meyerton works.
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